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According to recent reviews, the question of how trophic interactions may
affect evolutionary responses to climate change remains unanswered. In
this modelling study, we explore the evolutionary dynamics of thermal
and plant –herbivore interaction traits in a warming environment. We find
the herbivore usually reduces adaptation speed and persistence time of
the plant by reducing biomass. However, if the plant interaction trait and
thermal trait are correlated, herbivores can create different coevolutionary
attractors. One attractor has a warmer plant thermal optimum, and the
other a colder one compared with the environment. A warmer plant thermal
strategy is given a head start under warming, the only case where herbivores
can increase plant persistence under warming. Persistence time of the plant
under warming is maximal at small or large thermal niche width. This study
shows that considering trophic interactions is necessary and feasible for
understanding how ecosystems respond to climate change.
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1. Introduction
We have an urgent need to understand and predict the response of individual
species as well as whole communities and ecosystems to global change. However,
the most commonly employed methods for predicting the response of species to
climate change do not explicitly incorporate all fundamental ecological and evolutionary processes that may be major determinants of species responses to climate
change [1]. Evolutionary adaptation may be the only way for species to persist
when faced with climate change [2], although it may not be rapid enough for
some taxa to keep up with the current pace of environmental change [3].
Although many theoretical models have considered evolution in extinction scenarios [4,5], they have typically neglected species interactions that can be critically
important to estimate extinction risk [6].
There is increasing evidence that species interactions play a role and
should be taken into account in understanding responses to climate change [7,8],
especially evolutionary responses. Competition can both increase and decrease
the rate of adaptation depending on conditions [9,10]. According to recent
reviews, we know almost nothing about how other types of species interactions (e.g. predator–prey, host–pathogen, mutualism) will affect evolutionary
responses to climate change [11], but tracking a changing climate for a predator
should be especially difficult because the predator must track both climate and its
prey in evolutionary trait space. Warming has been shown to increase extinction
of higher trophic levels [12,13]. Thus, adding even just a single trophic level to
current models could lead to many unexplored and probably important effects [14].
Despite the importance of trophic interactions, we are aware of only a few
modelling studies [15–17] that have included them in the context of evolutionary responses to a changing environment. One study found that predators help
its prey adapt and extend the time to extinction by up to 40% owing to stronger
selection pressure on maladapted individuals [15]. That study did not include
variable population size. Although evidence of evolution to climate change is
still scarce [18,19], we know that the rate and direction of evolution [20] and
evolutionary rescue [21] depend on initial population size. In general, the
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(a) Model
We use an ecosystem model similar to previous studies that
included trophic interactions and coevolution [25,26]. The
simple ecosystem model includes equations for quantities of
inorganic nutrient resource R, plant biomass P and herbivore
biomass H:
dR
¼ I  R(q þ kP),
dt
dP
¼ P(klR  m  aH)
dt
dH
¼ H(d þ abP),
and
dt

(2:1)
(2:2)
(2:3)

where I represents inorganic nutrient input; q, the inorganic
nutrient loss rate; k, the nutrient uptake rate; l, the plant conversion efficiency of nutrients into plants; m, the loss rate of the
plant; a, the grazing rate of the herbivore on the plant; b, the herbivore conversion efficiency of plant into herbivore; and d, the
loss rate of the herbivore.
We incorporate mechanistic thermal optima curves that have
been described for many taxa on earth [27]. Briefly, we assume
each phenotype has a thermal optimum where it has the highest
potential growth rate, and a range (width) of temperatures where
it exhibits positive growth. This creates an implicit trade-off
because at a certain temperature some phenotypes perform
better than others. Across species, maximum growth rate
increases with temperature [28] (i.e. ‘Hotter is Better’ [29]). We
assume there exists an upper bound on performance set by the
Eppley curve. Thus, we combine individual thermal niches
with an increasing upper bound to mathematically describe
trade-offs and constraints in phenotypic thermal niche space [30].
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2. Material and methods

(a)
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addition of a herbivore to a producer-resource system can
have ecological effects by changing the ecological attractor
(location and stability of equilibrium, especially species abundances) of the system. The addition of a herbivore can also
have eco-evolutionary effects through mechanisms such as
the direction of selection (may act as a roadblock), strength
of selection, rate of adaptation (mediated through ecological
effects on abundance) [10], evolutionary attractor (location
and stability of evolutionary equilibrium) and additional
trait axes subject to selection [22].
The niches (location and width) of interacting species
should determine species responses to one another (such as
when adding a herbivore to a system) and to environmental
changes. Intuitively, we expect a large niche width to lead to
the longest persistence time for a species in a changing environment as it may buffer a species from the environmental change
so it does not have to adapt through evolution or it may
maintain a large enough population size to eventually allow
adaptation. However, some studies show an intermediate
niche width to lead to longest persistence of a single species
[5,23], while a study that includes species interactions shows
the highest extinction rates at intermediate niche width [10].
Furthermore, many previous studies do not consider the
interaction of niche width and rate of environmental change,
probably because they consider a small abrupt shift in the
environment, rather than under what conditions all populations
can catch a constantly moving optimum. We build on prior
work incorporating evolution under climate change [24] and
focus on the quantitative influence of the trophic interaction
on the persistence of a plant and herbivore.
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Figure 1. (a) Plot of k, plant nutrient uptake rate, versus plant thermal trait, zP.
The environmental temperature T ¼ 10 and the thermal niche width wP ¼ 8.
(b) Plot of a(sP, sH, zH, T ), the grazing rate, a Gaussian trait matching function so
that the more similar the species trait values are, the stronger the trophic interaction. This plot assumes herbivore traits sH ¼ zH ¼ T ¼ 10 and allows plant
interaction trait sP to vary to determine grazing rate a(sP, sH, zH, T ). Here,
amax ¼ 0.2, s ¼ 3.
We model two traits for both species. One trait, z, determines
the thermal optimum for a species (figure 1a). The functional
form of the nutrient uptake rate is

 !
T  zP 2
bP T
k(zP , T) ¼ aP e
1
,
(2:4)
wP =2
where T is the temperature of the environment; wP, the thermal
niche width; aP, the Eppley curve coefficient and bP, the
Eppley curve exponent for the plant [30] (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 and figure S1). The more
similar the trait zP is to the temperature of the environment T,
the higher the uptake rate of the plant.
The second trait, s, determines the interaction between the
herbivore and plant species (figure 1b). We use a Gaussiantype function of trait matching [31,32] and combine it with the
herbivore thermal niche to form the grazing rate [33]:

 !
T  zH 2
((sH sP )2 =s2 )
bH T
a(sP , sH , zH , T) ¼ amax e
,
aH e
1
wH =2
(2:5)
where amax is the maximum grazing rate; s, the interaction kernel
width; wH, the thermal niche width; aH, the Eppley curve coefficient;
and bH, the Eppley curve exponent for the herbivore. The more similar the interaction traits (sP, sH) of the two species are to one another,
the higher the grazing rate of the herbivore on the plant.

(b) Analysis
Details on evolutionary analysis methods are in the electronic
supplementary material, appendix S1. Briefly, evolutionary simulations are based on the canonical equation of adaptive dynamics
[34]. The evolutionary equation for the thermal trait of the plant, zP
takes the form

dzP
@ WPinv 
¼ mP P
,
(2:6)
dt
@ zPinv zP !zP
inv

assumptions

static environment

H?
no H

changing environment

trait zP ¼ T?
yes

no

yes

slower adaptation, shorter persistence
H never helps P

yes

yes

H never helps P

evol. attract. ss

þH

no

where the mutation rate mP and population size P (proportional
to biomass) control the pace of evolutionary change for the
plant and WPinv is the fitness of a mutant with trait zPinv so that
(@ WPinv =@ zPinv )jzP !zP represents the local fitness gradient. We use
inv

this form for each trait (s,z) of both species (P,H ).
We use analytical methods to detail under what conditions the
addition of a herbivore helps or hinders the adaptation of the plant
in a warming environment (see the electronic supplementary
material, appendix S1). We use numerical simulations to support
our analytical results. Conducted simulations were: (i) evolution
in a static environment to steady state, and then (ii) evolution
from that steady state in response to environmental change. Most
theoretical studies consider a single instantaneous perturbation or
a fluctuating environment with a constant mean. We consider
non-steady-state conditions [9], a linear change in temperature T
for a fixed time period, designed to mimic some of the current climate projections for the near future [35]. We vary the amount of
temperature change, DT, from 0 to 48 (we also consider more
extreme values) to obtain qualitatively different outcomes.
The relationship between traits can be described by their genetic correlation g [36]. Previous studies that included species
interactions with evolution have considered the special case in
which the genetic correlation is unity [15,32]. Calls have been
made for future work that addresses cases in which the trait
involved in the species interaction is distinct, but genetically correlated, with the trait responding to environmental change [15].
We consider two limiting cases regarding the relationship
between traits for both species. These bracket the spectrum of
possible scenarios, i.e. perfectly correlated traits and completely
independent traits. Under the perfectly correlated assumption,
traits s ¼ z for both species. The traits in our model could
become correlated like this if the interaction between two species
is related to phenology, e.g. over certain temperature ranges, the
species are more likely to be present, growing and interacting.
Wild parsnips and parsnip webworms are a coevolutionary
plant– herbivore system with strong genetic correlations in
traits related to phenology and interaction strength [37]. For completely independent traits, s and z are allowed to evolve without
a direct influence on each other. This adds complexity and
additional analysis, and also allows us to be more general.
We ran evolutionary simulations to t ¼ 108 time steps in a
constant environment, and all change stopped (or a cycle had
been reached). We then classified the evolutionary equilibrium,
hereafter singular strategy ss, using graphical, semi-analytical
and numerical methods described in section ‘Evolutionary analysis methods’ in the electronic supplementary material, appendix
S1. We calculated the persistence time as the time to extinction,
when the biomass was below a threshold set at 1026.

low ss
high ss

H effect on P adaptation to warming
faster adaptation, longer persistence

H never helps P
H can help P by providing head start

Parameters for the temperature dependence of vital rates aj and
bj were measured on phytoplankton [38] to improve the Eppley
curve. Parameters for thermal niche widths were measured on
diverse taxa including arthropods, amphibians, reptiles, molluscs,
fishes [39], plants [40] and phytoplankton [41], and we focus on a
reduced range of values to account for variability in temperature
that reduces the limits of the thermal niche [42].
Parameters for resource supply, maximum grazing rate, mortality rates and conversion efficiencies were varied to match
biomass ratios of natural systems. Biomass ratio is the key that
determines evolutionary rates and outcomes such as persistence.
Heterotrophic to autotrophic biomass ratios range from greater
than 1 in very unproductive lakes to less than 4.5  1024 in tropical forests [43]. For the results we present, we use herbivore to
plant biomass ratio 0.07 – 0.4, which also depends on the evolutionary outcomes of the species. Thus, our values correspond
to a typical productive plankton ecosystem and many terrestrial
ecosystems with fast biomass turnover.
Evolutionary simulations were conducted over a wide range
of parameter values and we present results representative of the
larger parameter space (see the electronic supplementary
material, appendix S1 and table S1, for presented parameter
range). For each set of parameters, we repeated simulations for
two different initial conditions, with values of species thermal
traits both above and below the temperature of the environment,
T, to check the influence of initial conditions. We changed parameters systematically to take slices through the system of
important parameters wp, DT, m and to explore how our
system may represent aquatic and terrestrial systems. Although
we see some influence of particular values of parameters on
quantitative outcomes such as the exact persistence time, we consistently observe similar qualitative behaviour.

3. Results
A summary of our results on how the different assumptions
affect the coevolutionary outcome in a static and changing
environment is presented in table 1.

(a) Static environment
We find distinct evolutionary attractors (singular strategies, ss)
in a static environment, hence we classify them into separate
cases (see ‘Cases descriptions’ in the electronic supplementary
material, appendix S1 for detailed analysis). For uncorrelated
traits, the thermally related traits zP and zH always match the
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Table 1. Summary of assumptions and results, a road map to effects of herbivore on the ecosystem. (Assumptions are: H?, with or without the herbivore in
the system, and traits corr., whether the thermal and interaction traits are correlated or not. Static environment outcomes are: trait zP ¼ T?, whether the plant
thermal trait matches the temperature of the environment or not, and evol. attract. ss, when thermal traits do not match the temperature of the environment,
whether they locate at the high or low evolutionary attractor (ss singular strategy). Changing environment characterizes the effect of the herbivore on plant
adaptation to warming, all else being equal, the net effect on adaptation rate and persistence time of the plant.)
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Figure 2. (a) Effect of plant thermal niche width wP on the ss, singular strategy thermal trait values for the plant and herbivore. If the herbivore is not in the
system, the singular strategy ss plant thermal trait zP is always to match the temperature of the environment T (dashed line). For uncorrelated traits, thermal traits
zP ¼ zH ¼ T for all values of plant thermal niche width wP (interaction traits sP and sH depend on initial conditions). For correlated traits (sP ¼ zP and sH ¼ zH)
and high values of plant thermal niche width wP, there exists both a high-trait value singular strategy ss and a low-trait value ss for both the herbivore (solid line)
and plant (dotted line). Parameters are: T ¼ 10, wH ¼ 8 and s ¼ 3. (b– d ) Trait values and temperature through time in a warming environment for different
values of plant thermal niche width wP for correlated traits: (b) wP ¼ 20 high ss, (c) wP ¼ 10 and (d ) wP ¼ 20 low ss. The large dashed line is temperature, plant
trait without the herbivore is the small dashed line, herbivore trait is the solid line, plant trait with the herbivore is the dotted line. Parameters are s ¼ 3, wH ¼ 8,
DT ¼ 4, m ¼ 1021 and time interval t ¼ 104. (Online version in colour.)
temperature T of the environment (table 1, trait zP ¼ T ) and the
traits describing the interaction, sP and sH, are driven by sensitivity to initial conditions. For correlated traits, we find
scenarios where the species traits do and do not match the
environmental temperature (table 1, trait zP =T). Instead,
the traits of both species can be some distance from the
environmental temperature.
By fixing the thermal niche width of the herbivore wH at a
constant value, we can examine the role of the relative thermal niche width of the plant wP on the location of the
singular strategies ss in the static environment, as well as persistence time and biomass dynamics of both species in a
changing environment. For all values of the plant thermal
niche width wP, the thermal traits match the temperature of
the environment (T ¼ 10) if there is no herbivore or traits
are not correlated (figure 2a). For correlated traits, over a
large range of plant thermal niche width wP, the traits
match the temperature of the environment (T ¼ 10). However, if plant thermal niche width wP is sufficiently greater
than herbivore thermal niche width wH (depending on interaction kernel width s), then the traits do not match the
temperature of the environment T and instead locate at the
high or low singular strategy ss (table 1, evol. attract. ss).
Which singular strategy they are attracted to depends on
whether the initial plant trait value starts above (high) or
below (low) the temperature of the environment T. The two
different singular strategies create different responses when
the environment changes.

rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org

thermal traits of
plant and herbivore

(a)

(b) Warming environment
(i) Comparing dynamics under a warming regime
Species interactions can not only create different outcomes in
a constant environment (table 1, trait zP ¼ T?, evol. attract. ss),
but can also create different targets in a changing environment. A plant species in isolation or with uncorrelated
traits starts at and attempts to track the environmental temperature T (figure 2c), but with the addition of a herbivore and
if traits are correlated, may track targets that are displaced
from T (figure 2b,d) and therefore may not be evolving to
track simply their optimal temperature.
For low temperature change and when species are
attempting to match their optimal temperature, the coupled
plant –herbivore system and the plant without the herbivore
are able to track the environmental temperature well enough
to persist in the time interval (figure 3a). While difficult to
discern in this figure, warming often has a positive effect
on top trophic level biomass, at least initially, owing to
Eppley’s relationship of increasing growth rate with temperature. However, we consistently see that with increasing rate
of temperature change, persistence time of both species
declines owing to imperfect tracking. At the highest temperature change depicted in figure 3c, the herbivore goes extinct,
followed by the plant when the herbivore is present initially
in the system. Interestingly, the plant is able to track the
environmental temperature T under this highest temperature
change when the herbivore is not in the system. We see
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Figure 3. Top: herbivore biomass (solid line) and plant biomass with H (dotted line) and without H (small dashed line) through time in a warming environment.
Bottom: trait values and temperature through time in a warming environment. Large dashed line is temperature, solid line is herbivore trait, dotted line is plant trait
with H and small dashed line is plant trait without H. Temperature change rates are for (a) DT ¼ 2, (b) DT ¼ 3 and (c) DT ¼ 4. Traits are correlated here and
parameters are s ¼ 3, wP ¼ 3, wH ¼ 8, m ¼ 1023.5 and time interval t ¼ 104. (Online version in colour.)
similar patterns when traits are not correlated. The outcome
can be either eventual extinction or trait matching to the
moving optimum for intermediate values of mutation rate
and temperature change (electronic supplementary material,
appendix S1 and figures S2 and S3). Within this interesting
range of intermediate adaptation, we present the effect of
thermal niche width and increasing temperature change on
persistence time for both trophic levels.

varies with plant thermal niche width wP for correlated
traits (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 and
figure S4). The plant has a decreased persistence time in the
presence of the herbivore except for under strict conditions (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 section ‘Shift from
equilibrium under warming’). The conditions are: (i) the plant
thermal niche width is large enough to create alternative singular strategies, and (ii) initial conditions are such that the system
evolves to the high-trait value singular strategy.

(ii) Persistence time
Persistence time is determined by an interaction between
plant thermal niche width wP and temperature change DT,
figure 4. Persistence of the plant species with and without
the herbivore in the system declines with increasing temperature change as we also observed in figure 3. Along a gradient
of plant thermal niche width wP, persistence time decreases at
intermediate thermal niche width of the plant, with no herbivore in the system (figure 4, small dashed line). With the
herbivore in the system and for correlated traits, we can
observe a multimodal relationship if we consider higher
values of temperature change (figure 4b). The patterns at
small plant thermal niche width wP are similar, persistence
time of both species can initially decrease and then increase
with thermal niche width of the plant. However, at larger
plant thermal niche width wP and for correlated traits, other
factors caused by the trophic interaction become important.
For plant thermal niche width wP . 12, persistence time can
increase or decrease depending on which singular strategy
ss one examines. Paradoxically, a larger thermal niche may
decrease persistence time, which leads to the non-intuitive
observation that a small plant thermal niche width wP
could lead to a relatively long persistence time for both
species. However, the overall pattern remains: shorter persistence times for the plant at intermediate values of plant
thermal niche width wP.
Biomass strongly affects adaptation and persistence time.
Plant biomass at equilibrium is controlled by the herbivore (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1, equation 6) and

4. Discussion
A central challenge in ecology is predicting how ecosystems
will respond to global change. Our results show trophic interactions modify the response and speed of adaptation to a
change in environmental conditions. The ecosystem architecture, controlled by the nature of the trophic interaction,
values, and correlations of species traits, also affects the existence of and ability to reach different peaks on the adaptive
landscape. In particular, the addition of the trophic interaction
has a strong negative effect on density and rate of adaptation of
the plant. The trophic interaction can create different coevolutionary attractors in a static environment. Multiple attractors
occur under large thermal niche widths, create different targets
and trajectories in a changing environment and increase or
decrease plant and herbivore persistence. Intermediate plant
thermal niche width generally leads to low-persistence time
of the plant with and without the herbivore.
Empirical evidence shows that higher trophic levels can
control the abundance of lower trophic levels immediately
below them [44] and at levels further below them through
trophic cascades [45]. Responses to climate change are highly
variable between species [46]. Species interactions that are
not taken into account may be one of the causes of this variability. We have shown that species interactions affect both
ecological and evolutionary responses to warming, therefore,
it is important to understand both in order to predict a species
response to a changing climate, particularly in plant–herbivore
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Figure 4. Effect of wP, thermal niche width of plant and DT temperature
change on persistence time for (a) DT ¼ 4 and (b) DT ¼ 8. Persistence
time plotted versus plant thermal niche width wP for the herbivore (solid
line), plant with H (dotted line) and plant without H (small dashed line).
Traits are correlated here, therefore, at high values of plant thermal niche
width wP with H, there exists both a high-trait value singular strategy ss
and a low-trait value ss for the plant and herbivore. Parameters are:
s ¼ 3 and m ¼ 1023.5. (Online version in colour.)
systems [47]. Climate change affects co-occurring species differently, which may disrupt trophic interactions [8]. Even
within thermal tolerance ranges of the interacting species,
these temperature changes are a potent mechanism to alter
trophic interactions [48]. Furthermore, the response of predators and prey to temperature can be context dependent,
which means that impacts of future climate change on trophic
interactions may be difficult to predict [49].

(a) Persistence
Persistence time is influenced by the amount of temperature change (figures 3 and 4). Plant –herbivore systems may
appear rather stable to small amounts of temperature
change, for example one to two degrees in figure 3a, but
larger amounts can lead to extinction, for example four
degrees in figure 3c. The amount of temperature change
that is tolerated before extinction occurs is highly dependent
on a number of uncertain parameters such as mutation rate,
so figure 3 should be taken more as a qualitative illustration
than a quantitative prediction.
We have shown that persistence time in a changing
environment can critically depend on measurable physiological parameters such as species-specific thermal niche width.
The thermal niche width wP that leads to the longest persistence of the species depends on mutation and temperature
change rates, and is not always a large thermal niche width,
multimodal patterns of species persistence time with thermal

(b) Assumptions, predictions and future work
Evidence is increasing that some species may not be able to
simply move to a better location to alleviate climate stress [50].
In this situation, species must adapt to local conditions through
evolution or other mechanisms of adaptation. Many species can
disperse but are also facing habitat loss and the interaction of
these processes additively or synergistically with evolutionary
adaptation complicates predictions [14]. We use a slightly different framework than many previous studies examining
evolutionary rescue [4,5]. Specifically, we do not explicitly consider dispersal and intraspecific variation but instead consider
interacting species, thus our study adds a facet to studies on
evolutionary responses to a changing environment.
Our model and results are rather general allowing us to
tune some parameters to an aquatic or terrestrial system. In
the situation of a very unproductive lake, when all else is
equal, the plant goes extinct before the herbivore owing to
the high herbivore to plant biomass ratio, although the herbivore will eventually go extinct without the plant (result not
shown). In more productive aquatic systems and many terrestrial systems, as our presented parameters more closely
represent, the herbivore will go extinct first as we illustrate
in figures 3 and 4. Low biomass turnover coupled with
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niche width exist for correlated traits. We predict an intermediate thermal niche width is worst in regards to persistence of a
species, conflicting with previous studies of single species
[5,23] but in agreement with a previous study including species interactions [10]: high extinction rates at intermediate
width of the carrying capacity function, equivalent to the
thermal niche width in our model. We and another study
[10] assume monomorphic populations, differing from the
assumption that at low niche widths much of the population
is at low fitness owing to population variance [5,23].
Both with and without the herbivore in the system, under a
realistic climate warming scenario and small plant relative
thermal niche width, we expect to see high-persistence time
of both species because it creates strong selection to track the
environment. For an intermediate plant relative thermal
niche width, we generally see low-persistence time and biomass for both species because intermediate thermal niche
width relaxes selection and the population lags too far
behind the temperature to adequately respond before extinction. Perhaps counterintuitively, for a large plant relative
thermal niche width, we can see either low- or high-persistence
time for both species, depending on initial conditions. In
addition, a large thermal niche width can buffer a species
from the environmental change because the species never has
to adapt through evolutionary change or the species maintains
a large enough population size to eventually allow adaptation.
This suggests the possibility of two distinct strategies to deal
with environmental change.
Higher trophic levels can be important to the adaptive
capacity of the ecosystem, they may release lower trophic
levels and allow faster adaptation. A large herbivore population or very adaptive herbivore (high mutation rate)
reduces persistence time of a plant, adding a carnivore to
the system could mediate that. Owing to differences in biomass ratios between terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, we
expect different adaptation rates and patterns of extinction
depending on the balance between biomass and interaction
strengths controlled by coevolution.
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